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Purpose & Rationale: This project examined postoperative vital sign (VS) orders, frequency of postoperative VS, and associated interventions. The frequency of obtaining VS in a surgical unit was impacting time for patient care associates (PCAs).

Project Question: What percentage of postoperative patients in the first six hours of arrival from PACU had abnormal VS that led to an intervention?

Synthesis of Review of Literature: Research on standards for frequency of postoperative VS is lacking. The pattern for postoperative VS is hourly for four hours, then every four hours. Frequency of VS is determined by unit culture rather than clinical judgment and evidence-based practice. Studies show that more frequent VS within the first 24 hours post PACU do not correlate to an increase in abnormal VS or complications. Instead, complications were identified by assessments.

Methods/Procedure: A three-month retrospective record review was performed in 2015 for patients on a 42-bed surgical unit in a level one trauma center in New England. VS, including manual blood pressures (BPs), were reviewed for the first six hours after arrival from PACU. The incidence of VS outside the range and interventions based on abnormal VS were recorded. Variations from the order for VS frequency and patterns for BP, respiratory rate (RR), and temperature were identified.

Results: Of the 129 records reviewed, 14 (11%) had VS that led to the following interventions: provider called (29%); more frequent VS (29%); respiratory treatment (29%); medication (21%); transfer to higher level of care (7%).

Fifty-eight percent of the patients had VS performed more frequently than ordered; 24% had VS done less frequently than ordered. For 69% of the systolic pressures and 53% of diastolic were divisible by 10 for all that were recorded. In 41% of the RR, the value 18; in 48% of the RRs, the value 20.

Discussion/Application to Practice: Abnormal VS six hours post PACU infrequently led to intervention. Variability occurred in obtaining VS as ordered. Oxygen saturation was the most frequent abnormal VS that led to intervention, underscoring that assessing respiratory status during hourly rounding is imperative. Due to high percentage of VS patterns, yearly VS validation for PCAs is recommended for obtaining VS accuracy. VS can safely be taken less frequently freeing PCAs to perform other tasks to enhance patient experience.

Standards for VS frequency based on the patient’s status are needed. VS orders should be evidenced-based, involve critical thinking, and include ‘per nursing judgment.’ Clinical models would establish frequency of observation and VS based on patient condition and nursing experience.
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